As Sandra Adell argues, Du Bois's idea serves as "a founding concept . . . for an ontology of blackness upon which is grounded the Black American literary tradition" (11). With her characterization of Obama, Randall joins authors such as Charles Johnson and Kenneth W. Warren to critique the viability of understanding the African American literary tradition in the same terms today as in the past by charting the fragmentation of a Blackness constructed specifically in response to racial discrimination and violence. In her novel, Abel's conception of self, and the imperialist actions his subjectivity begets, follow directly from his terrorization as a young black man in the South during the 1960s. In contrast, Obama's notable (though unnamed) presence highlights Abel's designation of the then state senator as an "unhyphenated" signifier for a new Blackness-one that conceives of a racial community liberated from the burden of having to struggle merely to survive.
Critics have focused on Randall's portrayal of Abel's central role in the War on Terror as a representation of the changing landscapes of the post-9/11 security state. Erica R. Edwards argues that Randall's novel depicts the diversification of power structures defined by a newly fragmented double consciousness in African American cultural production. She delineates this double consciousness as marked on one side by "allegiance to a postsegregation US state that demands complicity with racialized state terror" and, on the other side, by "nostalgia for a black cultural past identified by its very distance from canonical national knowledge and cultural production" (191) . Edwards correctly analyzes Abel's characterization in terms of this fragmentation to highlight his complicity in the reconfiguration of racialized state terror. However, by focusing on Abel, Edwards explicates only one aspect of the novel's engagement with state power. In contrast to its portrayal of Abel's participation in the post-9/11 War on Terror, the novel simultaneously idealizes Obama as a figure capable of healing these myriad divisions. In this regard, the novel connects what Edwards describes as the "language of fracture" (191) with reconceptualizations of Blackness that imagine reparation.
I agree with Edwards's characterization of post-9/11 African American fiction but argue that her claim is incomplete without recognizing how the idealization of Obama as a post-racial figure connects the reimagining of Blackness in the present with the broader "complicity with racialized state terror" that Edwards describes. In mapping this reconceptualization of Blackness, Randall's representation of Obama in Rebel Yell typifies two conjoined trends in African American literature of the present: first, a shift away from the prominence of the Civil Rights Movement as the iconographic and politicized organizing image of black identity; and second, the transcendence of (what are perceived as) the limitations of that Blackness, represented by a movement beyond double consciousness. To negotiate the implications of historical struggle in the present, Randall centralizes the related questions of patrilineal inheritance and racial identity that motivate the subtitle of Obama's memoir, Dreams from My Father: A Story of Race and Inheritance (1995). Randall's character Abel Jones III voices the author's description of Obama as "unhyphenated" in specific contrast to himself, the son of a prominent civil rights leader who feels burdened by a legacy of struggle that roots the definition of his Blackness as a response to white supremacy (320). In drawing a connection between the prominent narrative of the Civil Rights Movement and changing conceptions of Blackness in the twenty-first century, Randall aligns with authors such as Johnson, who argues that African American literature in the present can, and must, move beyond a narrative defined by the struggle against "victimization" (33). Randall's Rebel Yell maps a transition from the post-civil rights era into a new period in which Blackness designates a multifarious and fluid means of personal expression manifested through Obama's symbolic "unhyphenation."
Randall's references to Obama throughout the novel become most significant at the end of the text, when she reveals that Abel chooses to take his own life in response to the rise of the then state senator. Obama's presence allows Abel to resolve the trauma of one of the novel's central scenes of patriarchal inheritance: a Ku Klux Klan cross burning during his thirteenth birthday party. The various repetitions of this traumatic scene, and their relationship to Randall's characterization of Obama as "unhyphenated," demonstrates the novel's instantiation of both generational change and a new conceptualization of Blackness through the reparation of the traumatic fracturing that Edwards so ably explicates in relation to post-9/11 African American literature. The repetition of Abel's thirteenth birthday party, which temporally marks Abel's transition from boyhood to manhood, highlights how the traumas of white supremacy fragment Abel's sense of self and prevent him from crafting an individual racial subjectivity beyond the logic of Jim Crow. In this moment, not only is Abel fully brought into contact with the violence of white supremacy but also he is introduced to the full power of his father, which reveals his connection to the civil rights era but simultaneously highlights his disjunction from it. The scene ends with a traumatized Abel, having peed his pants, retreating with his father to his bedroom. Randall's use of thirdperson narration and the ambiguity of the end of the scene, when Abel's bedroom door closes, allows the reader to fill in the gaps of the narrative.
Randall emphasizes that Abel welcomes such participatory readings of the scene, saying, "after a time, Abel let their stories [about the party] make him smile" (304). Stories inscribing Big Abel's violent abuse of his son and the sexualized dimensions of having Abel strip out of his urine-stained clothing accentuate the "hate" Abel feels for "his daddy" following this moment (Rebel 305) . The party appears to be Abel's version of a bar mitzvah, introducing him to the dangers of the adult world, including his father's own predation. Abel consciously perpetuates this violent mythology, and the fact that Hope and Abel ultimately divorce over her unwillingness to allow him to physically discipline their young son, Ajay, inscribes a nearly clichéd cycle of abuse. However, the very ease with which a story of racialized violence becomes indicative of what it means to be a black man in America underscores the traumatic fragmentation that generates what Du Bois termed double consciousness. In this context, even Big Abel's apparent victimization of the younger Abel forms part of an inheritance of suffering gifted to Abel on his birthday. Serving as the ritual transition from boyhood to manhood, the events at Abel's thirteenth birthday party locate him within the sphere of the civil rights struggle that encompasses his father. When the fire department squelches the fire on their lawn, Big Abel forces young Abel to continue the birthday celebration by saying that "terror disrupts rituals" (299), and he reinforces his son's responsibility to stand tall in the face of white supremacy and its attendant traumas.
To understand the implications of Obama's importance to the scene, it is critical to notice that Abel's thirteenth birthday party is a restaging of another traumatic childhood encounter between a father and a son: the single meeting between Obama and his father recounted in Dreams from My Father. In this case, the central connection between the two texts comes in the form of a gift: a basketball. When the senior Obama (who, like Abel Jones, gave his son his name in addition to any other inheritance) returned to Hawai'i for over a month, his son had recently returned to the islands from Indonesia to attend Punahou School in Honolulu.
3 As in Rebel Yell, Obama's description of his paternal encounter outlines the dilemma of "inheritance" that he centralizes in the figure of his father. Describing the month in only a few pages, Obama tantalizes the reader as he describes the only period of his life after his infancy during which he meets his father face to face. Within a memoir that Obama titles after his father, this scene promises to reveal a critical facet of his unique biography, to which his political speeches have returned again and again, to both trace the contours of difference in America and attempt to transcend them. However, as with Randall's novel, the scene that should offer narrative insight instead remains obscure. The expectations of both the reader and the young boy for that brief month in 1971 overwhelm the actuality of his memory. Within the body of Obama's memoir, the description of the month takes up only nine pages and opens with a line that undermines its implications: "After a week of my father in the flesh, I had decided that I preferred his more distant image, an image I could alter on a whim-or ignore when convenient" (Dreams 63). By making this statement prior to his father's arrival in the text, Obama forecloses the idea that the coming scenes will offer substantial revelations in either "a boy's search for his father" or his search for "a workable meaning" in his Blackness (xvi). Instead, the quote substitutes the importance of the myth of his father for the actual man, suggesting that these types of moments will never offer explanations for either the writer or the reader. Just as Randall's description of Abel's birthday offers a glimpse into the childhood of the inscrutable Abel before the novel later exposes the lies at the heart of the memories and narratives of the scene, Obama's statement prefaces the importance of the scene while asserting its limitations.
In these scenes, defined by the twin concerns of race and inheritance, both Obama and Randall enact the disjunction of generational change and map the changing structures of racial identity as the two boys move into adulthood. While Abel's birthday party underscores the trauma that leads him to be ashamed of his Blackness, Randall's subtle invocation of Obama's autobiography suggests that Obama's unmooring from the specific legacy of his father opens the space for his "unhyphenation" and the movement away from the inheritance of the Civil Rights Movement. In each case, the ambiguity created by the specter of the absent father troubles the idea of inheritance. Abel describes being anxious about his birthday because "his father had never come" (Randall, Rebel 301) . Furthermore, Abel notes that this absence signals a behavioral pattern; his father's work as a lawyer and activist has always taken precedence over his family. While Abel's father is not several thousand miles away for most of his life, as Obama's was, he is in many ways just as absent for Abel. Describing his father's visit, Obama states: "He remains opaque to me, a present mass; when I mimic his gestures or turns of phrase, I know neither their origins nor their consequences, can't see how they play out over time" . Both scenes emphasize the confusion of simultaneous presence and distance. While Abel's father is often physically present, he remains a mysterious figure to his son because his literal presence seems to offer the same opaqueness Obama attributes to his own father. The simultaneous absence and presence of Abel's father denies Abel both the clear inheritance of his father's civil rights legacy and a clean break from his shadow. While Obama's meeting with his father resolves itself in the narrative mythmaking of the son even before his father leaves, Abel's transition into adulthood represents a trauma that he is never able to move beyond, asserting the broader presence of the civil rights era into the contemporary period.
In each scene, the physical sign of the basketball marks both normalcy and an accepted performance of black masculinity. When Obama remarks on the legacy of his father's visit, he focuses on a series of pictures, "the only ones I have of us together, me holding an orange basketball, his gift to me" (70). In Obama's memoir, basketball functions as a marker of his Blackness, both as a means by which he demonstrates and performs his racial identity and as the medium through which he attempts to assimilate into a larger black culture. 4 Referring to his individual "costume" as his "armor against uncertainty," Obama states that "at least on the basketball court I could find a community of sorts, with an inner life all its own. It was there that I would make my closest white friends, on turf where my blackness couldn't be a disadvantage" (79-80). Obama's description here modifies his characterization of himself as performing "a caricature of black male adolescence" (79), which allows him to gain entrance to the multiracial social landscape of Hawai'i. The fact that his Kenyan father gifts him the basketball highlights how Obama's search for a coherent racial identity (through which he becomes the "unhyphenated black man" of Abel's obsession) is a direct substitution for the specific inheritance of his father. In place of that father, the basketball delineates the space where an interracial community can be imagined in which Blackness serves as a form of social capital.
In Randall's novel, the gift of the basketball represents a suburban middleclass identity that the KKK intrudes upon-an intrusion that Abel blames on his father. As his slightly older black male friends collect the basketball to give to Abel, the act of terror occurs, with its violation marked by Opelika "drop [ping] the basketball" and Abel watching it "bounce and roll into the gutter" (Rebel 296). This traumatic moment helps to explain Abel's fetishization of whiteness, which culminates in both his second marriage to a Southern white beauty queen and his turn towards evangelical neoconservatism. As in Obama's narrative, the basketball signifies a normalized Blackness, albeit one marked by elements of caricature. When Abel insists that all that he wants is the "safe space" that he imagines whiteness provides, that safety is juxtaposed against the activism of his father, which has led to both Abel's feelings of abandonment and the sense of trauma that he blames on his father rather than the white supremacists (305). Abel's birthday party signifies the moment of fragmentation in which Abel is alienated from both his Blackness and his Americanness. In characterizing Abel this way, Randall suggests a broader generational foreclosure of the necessary construction of new black identities in the wake of the civil rights struggle. Abel's trauma denies him access to any affirmative understanding of his Blackness, leaving him instead to exploit his fragmentation through his work with the CIA and during the War on Terror. Randall integrates Obama within the narrative in opposition to this fragmentation. At the end of the novel, Abel's recollection of the true events of his birthday intertwine with the staging of his death and the narration of Obama's birth. Through this imbricated narrative, Abel bequeaths his civil rights legacy to Obama as a means of constructing a new unhyphenated Blackness.
The revision of the birthday scene overturns the implications of paternal victimization, as Abel's narration informs the reader that his father, far from inscribing his own power as a figure to fear over and above the KKK, offers Abel a comfort and embrace that is, if anything, more traumatizing. This revision occurs during the narration of Abel's medical emergency and subsequent death, which signals the persistence of white supremacy. As Abel is put into an ambulance, the "redneck" (354) EMTs slow down because they want to see Abel "get tortured a little" (360). Oddly, this racism reassures Abel; in fact, he imagines himself enrobed and protected by the whiteness he has adopted through his politics: "White men are safer in enclosed spaces. Dark men are safer out in the open. I am a white man. I will be safe" (355). Abel's thoughts in the ambulance transform the actions of the EMTs from expressions of the same white supremacy that drove the KKK to burn a cross on his lawn on his thirteenth birthday to empty gestures of a dying regime. Abel willingly relinquishes himself to their ministrations, finding comfort in their predictability. Thus, when the ambulance driver slows down slightly to test the limits of Abel's suffering and ability to survive before reaching the hospital, Abel accepts the possibility of his death. The narrator explains: "Abel kept his face blank. Abel could use ten minutes. 'Good enough for a white prince, good enough for me,' mumbled Abel. Assassination was a king's death" (358). In this moment, Abel aligns himself fully with the racial hierarchies represented by the EMTs. In doing so, he distinguishes his life from that of both his father and the movement he represents in the novel. Abel locates his heroism in the embrace of his abjection at the hands of the EMTs. The fact that Randall emphasizes Abel's anticipation of the EMTs' racism conjoins his willingness to die with his relinquishment of his fantasy of whiteness. Furthermore, the scene's invocation of Martin Luther King, Jr. links to an earlier moment in the novel in which Abel, as a child, receives a candy bar from King, who jokingly enjoins him to only eat the candy if he is willing to take on the burden of his father's work. Referencing this scene at the moment of his death, Randall shows Abel finally embracing that mandate as a means of laying his civil rights inheritance to rest.
The fact that the novel takes this moment to return to Abel's bedroom during his thirteenth birthday party, and then to Obama, connects this racial reconfiguration with both generational change in the black community and the seemingly generative implications of the election of the first black president. It is only at this point in the narrative that Abel admits he fabricated the narrative of his father's abuse. In place of that abuse, his final memory of the scene depicts Big Abel as a strong and reassuring father who contrasts the callous and indifferent figure of earlier iterations. Paradoxically, Little Abel, rather than his father, becomes the vessel of shame. When Abel's father tries to reassure him that he has "seen men in the war wet themselves," his "tenderness is a heavy weight" on Abel (360). But Abel is not merely ashamed of his own fear in the face of KKK-inspired terror. Rather, this renarration makes it clear that Abel's shame stems from his perceptions of both his Blackness and his connection to the Civil Rights Movement. During the earlier description of the birthday party, Abel longs to forget his Blackness: "[E]veryone in North Nashville except Abel knew that Abel was black. He remembered the day he'd been told. It had been in this very room, in his bedroom. He didn't want to remember" (302). Abel's childhood recollections connect innocence with a sense of racelessness and endows his desire to be "unhyphenated" with new meaning. Like Du Bois, Abel imagines that there is a moment of rupture during which young black children become aware of both their Blackness and what that Blackness means. Here, Abel is sitting in his room, anticipating his father's discipline, longing for the racelessness and innocence he associates with whiteness. The end of the narrative makes his racial alignment even more explicit: Abel absents himself from his father's legacy through his suicide and concomitantly restores the integrity of that civil rights-era inheritance through an honest retelling of the scene in his bedroom.
It is only during this late scene in the novel that Abel finally accepts his complicity in the broader structures of racial terrorism, thus linking himself to the same white supremacy with which his father was at war. Ultimately, Big Abel is fundamentally incapable of protecting and reassuring Little Abel, precisely because of his vulnerability as an African American: "[I]t is not strange and dramatic occurrences that shatter; it is a shivering hug that can not matter enough" (362). The fact that his father's hugs can never fully overcome his Blackness is what traumatizes Abel, rather than the actions of the KKK. By substituting the lie of abuse for the fact of reassurance, Abel imagines himself as "translat [ing] an utter and tender, complete and mutual defeat into the oldest and most powerful male story [he] know[s]-domination and transference" (362-63). Abel thinks that he transforms the story of him and his father into a version of the relationship between Christ and God, with Abel cast as the Christ figure, both the victim and repository of his father's power. However, the self-awareness that he exhibits at the end of the story demonstrates the fallacy of his own agency over this past. Instead of translating the story into a useable history that he can ultimately pass on to his own son, Abel's shame renders him incapable of engaging with him, in whom he sees himself: "Later you fear your own son and the funhouse mirrors his eyes have become" (362). Consequently, Randall ultimately positions Abel's suicide as a final act of love, a gesture of tenderness in the midst of failure. In place of Abel's shame over his Blackness and the self-fracturing experience of double consciousness, he leaves his son in the hands of the "unhyphenated man," Obama.
As Abel reflects on the end of his own civil war at the same moment as his ambulance approaches the site of the final shots of the actual Civil War, the last scene moves from the narration of Abel's death to a fictionalization of Obama's birth. Randall contrasts Obama's birth with Abel's failures, characterizing Obama as both an alternate version of Abel and representative of Abel's generation as a whole. Furthermore, the conflation of Abel's death with Obama's birth symbolically associates Obama with the inauguration of a new generation that is able to move beyond the burden of the post-civil rights era. The page-long scene is framed as a fairy tale, emphasizing the magic of Obama's birth and exoticizing both the Hawai'ian locale of the birth and his mixed-race background:
Once upon a time, with nobody watching, in the early days of August 1961, a skinny brown baby, six pounds and a few ounces, was born, unwitnessed, born with black eyes in the maternity hospital founded by Queen Kapi'olani, a woman who would birth no children from her own body, a granddaughter of Kaumuali'i, the last king of Kaua'i. (363) L e a d e r -P i c o n e Randall uses this passage to construct an alternative mystical legacy to the struggles of the Civil Rights Movement occurring in the South at the same historical moment. By exoticizing Obama, Randall locates him both within the legacy of racialized colonialism that eventually led to Hawai'ian statehood and the indigeneity represented by the native Hawai'ian rulers she mentions.
6 While this dual positioning would seem to promote identity fragmentation, Randall isolates Hawai'i from the dominant strains of the civil rights era to imagine Obama as free of the white gaze that produces a specifically black double consciousness. In Du Bois's discussion of the concept, he locates fragmentation as the product of an interpellated "second-sight" (10) that incorporates the external gaze into the self, thus denying the individual the capability of seeing themselves outside of the gaze of others. By establishing the space of Obama's birth as outside of this gaze, Randall imagines Obama as able to elude the fragmentation that defines Abel within the novel. Instead of "witnessing" as commemoration of some historically significant moment, Randall argues for the liberation of the unwatched: "Unwitnessed is free-ey" (Rebel 363).
In the end, Randall's book argues that the power of Obama's rhetoric and person is sufficient to instantiate an updated version of an American exceptionalism that allows for the transcendence of race:
The earth does not require our wretchedness. Abel got the news via television. He watched the man the Hawaiian baby had grown to become give a speech in Boston. Heard him talk about the marine Seamus. Near to where pilgrims once sought to build a city on a hill, a new Jerusalem, Abel caught a glimpse of a new happily ever after. My feets is weary but my soul's at rest. (363) Randall's description of Obama's birth culminates in the intersection of Obama's life story and the fictional Abel's. In this moment, Obama stands as the extension of an idealized American tradition in which the dreams of the earliest pilgrims once again become possible. The invocations of Frantz Fanon and John Winthrop offer reparation for a history defined by the struggle against slavery, colonialism, and racism. This inversion of Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth (1961) repudiates his insistence that "decolonization is always a violent event" (1) and vests Abel with the fullness of national citizenship through Obama. 7 The fact that Randall mentions a "new happily ever after," which she imputes to Abel's perceptions of Obama, embodies the position Obama holds in the novel. By keeping his presence shadowy, never mentioning his name, Randall turns Obama into a broad signifier of a new black politics and a new racial reality.
To understand what it means to label this new black politics and new racial reality as "unhyphenated," one must disentangle Randall's novel from the proliferation of interpretations of what Du Boisian double consciousness represents. As Adolph L. Reed, Jr. points out, diverse movements and writers have appropriated Du Bois's concept of double consciousness for "widely different intellectual and political projects" (W. E. B. Du Bois 92). By placing Abel at the CIA, Randall centralizes Abel's fractured consciousness as the basis for both his professional and personal identity. She locates this fragmentation as a product of trauma that forces Abel to internalize and resent an imagined white gaze that prevents him, even at the height of his success, from viewing himself as anything other than a victim. In framing the transition from Abel to Obama around the transcendence of double consciousness, Randall indulges in what Reed calls a "presentism" (11) with regards to Du Bois, in which a transhistorical double consciousness is claimed as "an existential condition generic among AfroAmericans" (124). Abel's fragmentation therefore signals a broader dilemma of the post-civil rights era in which the genuine economic progress of a small (if growing) segment of the black community is put in conflict with the continued existence of structures of white supremacy. In this sense, Randall invokes Du Bois's concept as a master trope connecting Abel's individual dilemma to African American literary history and a presumed universal racial psychology. Indeed, it is precisely this presumption of the universality (or near universality) of black psychic fragmentation that generates Obama's racialized exceptionalism in the novel.
Beyond double consciousness, Randall's description of Obama also invokes a substantial literature on "unhyphenation" in theorizing immigrant assimilation in the United States. In imagining the resolution of the African American's double consciousness, Du Bois asks whether the "Negro soul" is "bleach [ed] . . . in a flood of white Americanism" or whether it would require that one "Africanize America" (11). Similarly, discussions of assimilation debate the implications of the loss of a hyphenated American identity. In other words, by claiming that Obama is "unhyphenated," Randall imputes a broader Americanness of which Obama is now an unqualified part. However, the question remains, does she imagine this American identity as deracialized? As Tanya Golash-Boza explains, "the unhyphenated American label is reserved for white Americans," generally (27), suggesting that assimilation requires a process of losing one's distinct ethnicity. Toni Morrison makes a related argument in Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination (1992): "American means white, and Africanist people struggle to make the term applicable to themselves with ethnicity and hyphen after hyphen after hyphen" (47). As Morrison explains, hyphenation perpetuates the association between whiteness and Americanness, suggesting that it is necessary to create an American identity that acknowledges the history of race but which would allow a full claiming of the label "American" by people of African descent. In her 1997 essay, "Home," Morrison furthers this idea to argue that "W. E. B. Dubois's observation about double consciousness is a strategy, not a prophecy or a cure" (12), and that it is possible to imagine beyond such fragmentation. In this case, the contrast that Randall draws between Obama and Abel, whose desire to escape his racialization mirrors Du Bois's vision of a Blackness "bleach [ed] . . . in a flood of white Americanism," distinguishes the loss of double consciousness from a mere assimilation into whiteness. Instead, Randall imagines unhyphenation as a lack of opposition between Blackness and Americanness, such that a Blackness no longer defined solely by a narrative of struggle can be liberated to take new forms. In this sense, Randall's description of Obama's unhyphenated Blackness echoes the journalist and cultural critic Touré's claim that Obama's is a "post-black" presidency. Indeed, Touré argues that "Post-Black means we are like Obama: rooted in but not restricted by Blackness" (12). It is this lack of restriction that animates Randall's representation of Obama and that Abel's identity fragmentation denies him.
In the context of both Du Boisian double consciousness and the broader literature on assimilation, Randall's concept of "unhyphenation" directly ties to the issue of full American citizenship. 8 As the son of a prominent civil rights leader who becomes an important figure in the Department of Defense, Abel's rise maps the incorporation of a previously marginalized population into existing structures of power. However, as Edwards argues, such incorporation "demands complicity with racialized state terror" on the part of the previously marginalized (191) . In addition to this complicity, Imani Perry details the cost of such inclusion, explaining that "access to privilege for minorities is often predicated upon their covering or masquerading critical expressions of identity" (135). Instead, Randall makes it clear that Abel's suitability for this role is a direct outgrowth of his roots in the Civil Rights Movement rather than an abdication of them. Abel's shame at the vulnerability of his own Blackness makes him a uniquely good spy, better able to preside over a regime of suffering; as Abel's ex-wife Hope reflects, "People who have been tortured by the state make ideal just-insidethe law-torturers" (Rebel 94). By emphasizing that Abel's facility with torture arises from his traumatic fragmentation under Jim Crow, Randall positions his incorporation into racialized power structures as an extension of Jim Crow ideologies despite the superficial appearance of integration.
In contrast to Randall's depiction of Du Boisian fragmentation, Obama's "unhyphenation" speaks to a fundamentally different relationship to both American history and the structures of white supremacy than that experienced by Abel. In Abel's initial descriptions of Obama, Randall links double consciousness to the history of racial slavery, locating Obama outside of its influence by calling him "a man with a strange name and dark skin who didn't see everything in black and white, through the lens of being formerly enslaved" (352). This reference to slavery denotes the origins of a systemic exclusion of African Americans from American citizenship that continues through Jim Crow and into the present, echoing Du Bois's lament that "the freedman has not yet found in freedom his promised land" (12). Furthermore, Abel's status as the inheritor of his father's civil rights legacy and his position within the black elite constructs a continuous history of black struggle for full citizenship. On the other hand, Randall's invocation of John Winthrop's sermon about the United States as a "city on a hill," and her othering of Hawai'i as the symbolic root of Obama's isolation from the civil rights era ("Model"), aligns Obama's rise with American exceptionalism and both past and present examples of racialized state terror-against indigenous peoples and Muslims abroad, respectively. The distinction, however, between Abel's and Obama's complicity lies in their different relationships to the history of black struggle in the United States. Contrasting Abel and Obama in this way allows Randall to differentiate the meaning behind the superficial similarity of their positions in American government. Indeed, Randall's claim for Obama's lack of hyphenation suggests that Obama represents an alternative teleology that can enable transformative change, absent the continuing burden of a double consciousness born of racialized trauma, in a way that Abel cannot.
Folding together the images of Abel's death and rebirth in his son, Ajay, Randall positions Abel's subsequent embrace of his own death as an attempt at redemption in which his deviation from the legacy of civil rights is repaired in Obama's presidency. When Hope says that "Abel had prepared to act," it functions as the resolution of two interrelated strands of the narrative by positioning his death as a quasi-suicide and explaining it in terms of his son: "Hope got it: earth without Abel was safer for his kid and her kid and all the kids being called to the big bad war" (Rebel 353). Randall makes the idea of Obama as savior explicit in Hope's preface to her realization with the statement that Abel had "perhaps confus [ed] himself with Hannibal and the senator from Illinois with Jesus" (353). Implicit in Hope's claim that "earth without Abel was safer" for "all the kids" is that his death, in the context of Abel's bureaucratic oversight of the War on Terror, enables a direct substitution of the senator from Illinois for Abel. Through Hope, Randall argues that for Obama to take his proper place at the head of the black community, and America as a whole, the generation that fought for civil rights and those who are intimately tied to that struggle, such as Abel, must open space for a generation of unhyphenated black Americans. Furthermore, by framing the entire novel and this scene in terms of the inheritance of sons from their fathers, Randall generates a lineage in which Ajay's ability to transcend the limitations of his father stems from affinity with Obama rather than his father. In place of the historical black community, with its direct connections to the legacy of civil rights-era politics and policies, Obama offers "unhyphenated" possibility for all of the black community.
In her afterword for the collection Contemporary African American Literature: The Living Canon (2013), Randall locates the responsibility of "doing what is best for the children" at the center of an ethic for imagining the possibilities of an ongoing African American literary tradition. Abel's willing death, and the relinquishment of his burden to Obama, enacts the process of "provisioning for the children" by making it possible for "a new road" to be "walked a new way" (330). Specifically, Obama's symbolic substitution for Abel instantiates an alternative teleology in the form of a transcendent unhyphenation for Ajay's generation, Randall's representation of "the children" in the novel. The subtle change of his name to distinguish himself from his grandfather and his father suggests that Ajay, while an extension of his family history, is distinct from their legacy and, thus, the carrier of a different, if related, inheritance. Furthermore, the nominal distinction between father and son interrupts the inherited burden of civil rights-era struggle that ultimately turns Abel into a cultural dead end. Throughout the novel, Randall restages the relationship between Abel and Ajay as a toxic extension of Abel's hatred for his father. When describing a photo of Ajay, Abel, and Obama, Randall implicitly associates Ajay and Obama: "Compared with the senator from Illinois, Abel was just too pale. Someone had taken a picture of the three of them together. Abel looked puffy and old-fashioned" (Rebel 353). In connecting Ajay with Obama, Randall identifies him as representative of the potential locked within his generation while highlighting Obama's ability to realize that potential in a way that Abel cannot.
As the novel makes clear, the desire that Abel typifies, and that is shared by many of the other African American characters in the novel, is to transcend the limitations structured around race in American society. By situating this transcendent desire in the symbol of the "unhyphenated man" (177), Randall probes the consequences of hyphenation removal. Reflecting the strains of black conservatism with which Abel is associated, the lack of hyphenation here fundamentally symbolizes the vesting of a full American citizenship. By representing Obama as an almost sui generis figure, Randall instantiates a Blackness that transcends the struggles of both the civil rights and post-civil rights generations. In this sense, the novel perpetuates the racial ideologies of the 2008 Obama presidential campaign. While Obama himself has disputed the charge that his campaign was postracial, and while the United States has certainly not entered the post-racial era supposedly signified by the election of a black president, Randall invests her fictional Obama with a version of post-racial ideology. As Sumi Cho contends, postracialism relies on claims that significant racial progress has already occurred, emphasizing the importance of individual events as markers of such progress. Cho argues that events such as Obama's election are incorrectly read as "signal[ing] a racially transcendent event that authorizes the retreat from race" (1597-98). Randall mirrors the optimism of such post-racialism by focalizing the novel's ending around Obama's lack of hyphenation. To say that Randall's representation of Obama is post-racial is not to say that the novel seeks to diminish or erase the strength of the intraracial community structures and organizations of the black elite she depicts. Rather, through her concept of unhyphenation, Randall imagines a future transcendent of the limitations of both Jim Crow segregation and its post-civil rights vestiges. Post-racialism in this sense neither demands nor desires the erasure of black identity but instead hinges on the now reconcilable strivings of racial self and national citizenship, in contrast to the fracture that Du Bois theorized over a hundred years ago. In Randall's novel, the simultaneity of Obama's Blackness and alienation from that Blackness generates the radical distinction she creates between him and Abel. Because of his Blackness, Obama stands as the inheritor of the civil rights legacy that has so burdened Abel. However, the fact that Randall withholds Obama's name throughout the novel and narrates his birth as a type of fairy tale makes it clear that the Obama she references is a mythological figure rather than an actual human being. Randall's Obama represents liberation precisely because he exists outside the white gaze. Indeed, it seems unlikely that Randall would suggest that the actual President Obama has lived outside of a racialized social gaze. After all, in his writings, Obama makes it clear that "while [his] own upbringing hardly typifies the African American experience [,] . . . [he] can recite the usual litany of petty slights that during [his] forty-five years have been directed [his] way" (Audacity 233). Furthermore, the racialized backlash to Obama's candidacy, centered on assertions of his foreignness and illegitimacy, underscores the fact that his Blackness continues to be seen by many as directly antithetical to American citizenship. Randall's emphasis on Obama's atypical upbringing, however, highlights his alienation from the traditions Abel inherits and roots Obama's lack of hyphenation in his exemption from the comparative burdens of Abel's experiences. Abel feels terrorized, and then later terrorizes, precisely because he feels perpetually unsafe. His vulnerability is the direct product of his racialization, and, as the revision of his thirteenth birthday scene makes clear, he spends his life both fleeing from that sense of vulnerability and blaming the fact of his Blackness, rather than the structures of white supremacy, for it.
Randall expands on her representation of Obama in a 2009 essay about Obama's "A More Perfect Union" speech from the 2008 campaign. Randall argues that Obama's speech signals a decisive transitional moment in conceptualizing the meaning of race in American society. She describes the genius of Obama's unwillingness to view racism as "endemic," choosing instead to view it as "a past that can be undone" ("Barack" 221). Randall argues that Obama's speech is transcendent precisely because, despite "mitigat[ing] his radical message that we must let the past be past with a tone of felt cool," he speaks prophetically, "call[ing] on the led to make" his vision "real" (222). In contrast to Houston A. Baker, Jr.'s statement that the speech was a "pandering disaster" ("What"), Randall argues that Obama spoke an uncomfortable truth about the need to move beyond the "bogeyman of irrational racial passions-be they a sense of pervasive injustice or a sense of being burdened by less competent or violent others" ("Barack" 222). Here, Randall aligns the actual figure of Obama, much as she does his fictionalized counterpart, with a sense of profound change. Rebel Yell implies that one can take Randall's statement about "A More Perfect Union" that "the moment before the speech was different from the moment after" and rephrase it generationally for black Americans: the period before Obama was different from the period after him . In making such an argument, Randall's description of the real Obama mirrors the messianic figure of her novel. When Randall states that "what was a wish when the speech began was a reality when it came to a close" (223), Obama becomes a figure of both immense power and persuasion, capable, with one thirty-seven-minute speech, of revolutionizing American race relations.
Randall's novel is but the most prominent example of the incorporation of Obama as an individual and symbolic figure into African American literature. In many narratives, Obama exists merely as historical marker of the present, as any president would, but his presence in Randall's novel suggests a more epochal implication for his symbolic influence. By seizing on Obama as the catalyst for Abel's suicide, and characterizing him as an "unhyphenated" alternative to the Civil Rights Movement tradition that Abel represents, Randall speculatively charts a new path forward for African American literature and identity. Furthermore, Randall directly conjoins her discussion of black identity in the post-civil rights era with a consideration of the status of African American literature amidst the changes she traces by specifically premising her representation of Obama's exceptionalism on the transcendence of "race-based double-consciousness" (Rebel 320).
In doing this, Randall's novel echoes a variety of recent scholarly assessments of the state of African American literature, which, although they differ, share an argument for ongoing epochal shift. Warren, in What Was African American Literature? (2011), seizes on growing class differentials in the black community to argue that a racialized African American literature lacks an organizational logic in the post-Jim Crow era. Warren would likely be as dismissive of the relevance to the larger black community of the struggles of the black elite depicted in Randall's Rebel Yell as he is of the protagonist in Michael Thomas's Man Gone Down (2007) seeking to pay his child's private school tuition.
9 He would likely view Abel's obsessive concern with the nature of his inheritance from the civil rights era as representative of an obsolete logic that perpetuates the idea of a literary and intellectual tradition that claims to speak to and for a black community that no longer exists in the same form. In contrast to Warren, Gene Andrew Jarrett On the other hand, Randall's representation of a messianic Obama extends Edwards's cautionary argument that the reconfiguration of the American racial state after 9/11 accompanies African American complicity in racialized state terror. If Abel represents the excesses and abuses of the Bush-era War on Terror, the fictionalization of the newly elected president attempts to relegate Abel's actions as torturer and terrorizer to the same dustbin of history as the white supremacist terrorists so instrumental in making Abel who he is. However, the policies of the actual Obama presidency push against the fairy-tale glow of the novel's narrativization of the president's birth. Edwards argues that the visible presence of individuals of color at the highest levels of government during the War on Terror allows claims of racial diversity to mask the perpetuation of exploitative racialized social hierarchies and to justify racialized violence abroad (193). Randall feeds into this racial reconfiguration in two ways. First, her obsession with the Southern black elite tells a history of a black community that naturalizes their movement into national positions of power without engaging the radical critiques by the black community of both that elite and the American state as a whole. Second, while Abel's story recenters the history of black conservatism to critique it, the replacement of Abel with the "unhyphenated" Obama at the end of the novel constructs an idealized new era in which the privilege of the entrenched elite remains unquestioned. Randall's novel does not imagine alternative forms of black politics capable of engaging with the political realities of the post-9/11 era. Instead, Randall imagines that Obama, as simultaneous insider and outsider, will simply inaugurate transformative change through his presence and rhetoric. While Randall could not necessarily be expected to anticipate the continued complicity of Obama-era foreign policy in the abuses of the Bush era, her novel mirrors Morrison's idealization of Obama's election as "one of those singular moments that nations ignore at their peril" (qtd. in McGeveran). In doing so, the novel crystallizes the fantasy of a successful culmination of civil rights-era struggle without recognizing how the new era that the text imagines could merely reconfigure racialized oppressions, such as those perpetuated by the ongoing War on Terror. Nonetheless, such idealization signals the desire for new conceptions of Blackness detached from the specific histories central to the civil rights struggle. 10 In this sense, I concur in part with Edwards's argument that Randall's novel is generally representative of the "post-civil rights epic" that "is, in this way, the story of the social and psychic costs of the successes of the rights movement and the passing down of disaffection from the last Jim Crow generation to the first post-Jim Crow generation" (201-02). Her next point, however, that the novel thus shows that the "passing of the citizenship baton in Rebel Yell is not an image of celebration but rather of disenchantment, disappointment, and disaffection" (202), fails to account for the celebratory presence of Obama within the novel. While her statement aptly describes the trauma of Abel's experiences with his own father, and the damaged relationship that this trauma engenders with his son, the end of the novel rejects such Du Boisian fragmentation in favor of a narrative of transcendence that hinges on the figure of Obama. Recognizing that Randall's novel encompasses both the post-civil rights disaffection identified by Edwards alongside the idealization of Obama as a prophetic figure of a new Blackness allows for a fuller portrait of the tensions and contradictions that animate African American literature in the present moment. As novels such as Rebel Yell and the scholarship of Warren, Jarrett, and Johnson demonstrate, both the possibilities and the inadequacies embodied by Obama illuminate the continual attempt to construct new forms of racial subjectivity. Rejecting the inevitability of Du Boisian double consciousness, Randall imagines a fictionalized Obama as a twenty-first-century path out of the trap Du Bois linked to the twentieth century's struggle with the color line. While the actions of, and backlash against, the actual figure of President Obama remind us that idealized symbolic associations often fall apart in the face of stubbornly persistent realities, Randall's novel christens the possibility of reborn Blackness for the new century, rooted in the symbolic conjunction of millennial change and the singular election of the nation's first black president. Notes 1. In its broadest outlines, Abel's biography recalls that of Alice Randall's first husband, Avon Williams III, who served as acting general counsel to the Department of the Army under President George W. Bush and who was the son of a prominent Nashville civil rights lawyer. However, in a 2009 New York Times feature that mentions this fact, Randall describes the book as "her least autobiographical work" (Green) . 2. Randall's novel frames Abel's death as the product of a deliberate act on his part.
While he dies due to a medical condition, and with the intervention (however slow, as I discuss later in the article) of medical personnel, Randall makes it clear that the product of Hope's investigation into Abel's death is the revelation of his suicide. My language in this article seeks to emphasize the ambiguity of Abel's act while making his choice to die clear. 3. For a full discussion of this visit outside of Barack Obama's autobiography, see and .
4. Basketball has long had an intimate connection with Blackness. The National Basketball Association was composed of approximately 68.9% black players as of 2014 (Kovar) , and Todd Boyd has argued that basketball (along with black music) provide the "two rarefied spaces where the most fundamental elements of Blackness are articulated and played out, both internally and for the masses" (12). Boyd's argument typifies a broader association between Blackness and basketball that Obama invokes in his autobiography in choosing the basketball court as the symbolic space in which he seeks to negotiate his racial identity. 5. The scene of such a rupture is a recurring trope throughout the African American literary tradition. W. E. B. Du Bois describes it as follows:
Then it dawned upon me with a certain suddenness that I was different from the others; or like, mayhap, in heart and life and longing, but shut out from their world by a vast veil. I had thereafter no desire to tear down that veil, to creep through; I held all beyond it in common contempt, and lived above it in a region of blue sky and great wandering shadows. (10) 6. Randall's representation of Hawai'i fits into both the broad-based cultural myth of the islands as a multicultural utopia and the exoticism that underlies the tourist industry. Randall associates Obama with the indigenous individuals she mentions without any substantial engagement with the US government's participation in the illegal overthrow of the kingdom. Because of the unique history of colonialism in Hawai'i, J. Kēhaulani Kauanui argues that "civil rights, as a political project [,] . . . is insufficient for indigenous and other colonized peoples and the ongoing and often pressing questions of sovereignty and nationhood" (636). Randall, however, does not symbolically isolate Obama from the political project of civil rights by invoking his Hawai'ian birth. Instead, she positions Hawai'i as simultaneously of the United States and distinct from the history of the nation within which Abel resides to construct a pathway for Obama's subsequent replacement of Abel within that history. For further discussion of the complex relationship between civil rights politics and settler colonialism in Hawai'i, see Kauanui and Haunani-Kay Trask. 7. Randall's reference to Fanon here, along with her representation of Obama's birth in Hawai'i, reveals a disturbing dismissal of the history of settler colonialism in the United States. In this case, the invocation of John Winthrop ignores the genocide and displacement of millions of indigenous peoples in early America just as the exoticization of the indigenous Hawai'ian king and queen elides the specific role of the United States government in overthrowing the independent kingdom of Hawai'i. 8. The connection between citizenship and Randall's description of Obama as unhyphenated calls to mind repeated attempts to delegitimize Obama by marking him L e a d e r -P i c o n e as foreign, most explicitly by demanding the release of his birth certificate to prove his eligibility for office-part of a conspiracy theory referred to as "birtherism," which alleges that Obama was born in Kenya. 
